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#1 Turkey
#2 Armenia
#3 Azerbaijan

From PostEurop:
Taking on the theme "Ancient Postal Routes", a total of 55
entries took part in this year's EUROPA online voting competition. A new record number of votes was received,
marking a new milestone with over 38 thousand votes
reached!

Dues Season Starts with this issue. Please use the insert to send in your dues now. Thanks!!
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New Issues
Europa 2020
Ancient Postal Routes
GREENLAND 2v +2v self adhesive se-tenant in a
booklet of 6 sets
Issue date14 September 2020
Charles Lindbergh1933—Greenland’s first flying
mailman

MOLDOVA 2v + booklet pane of 4
Issue date 17 August 2020

By Land

By Air

American Charles Lindbergh became the first
in Greenlandic history to transport mail by air
from location to location. From 22 July to 26
August 1933, he and his wife, Anne Morrow
Lindbergh, flew a total of 43 hours and covered 8.000 km in the air over the North Atlantic, internally in Greenland and on to Iceland.
On the trip, they brought mail from the six
cities they visited in Greenland. The collected
mail from the Greenlandic cities was then delivered to the Icelandic Mail Service when the
couple landed in Reykjavik. From Iceland the
mail was transported by ship to Bergen in
Norway and then on to the recipients in Denmark.
The reconstructed room from when the Lindberghs spent the night in South Greenland can
be seen at Qaqortoq Museum. In the room, the
original photos that are the basis for the two
stamps, plus a group photo can be seen.
Among those in the group photo is the great
polar researcher Knud Rasmussen, and Lindberg on his plane. As a pilot, pioneer and mail
man Charles Lindbergh made his mark on
Greenland and the world.
— from telepost.gl (Greenland Post News Bulletin)

Note: Lindbergh’s historic flight across the Atlantic occurred six years previously, in May of
1927.

No additional information available at press
time. Apparently all philatelic activities
ceased between February and July. Also, the
International Moldovan Philatelic Society
(IMPS)
reports that this same period
showed the departure of the entire staff from
the Philatelic Editorial Section "TIMBROFIL",
either by dismissal or by resignation. A new
contract was then negotiated with another
Moldovan company under somewhat suspicious circumstances. Because of this, the IMPS
suspended its services and support to Moldova
Post. Also, these stamps have not yet appeared
on the PostEurop website. —ed.
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New Issues
Europa 2020
Ancient Postal Routes
AZERBAIJAN 2v+ss
Issue date 28 July 2020

KOSOVO 2v+ss
Issue date 10 June 2020

Postal carrier delivering a letter to a child

The two stamps
are also available
in a clever little
booklet, in which
the stamps are
printed se-tenant
and
tete-beche.
The only way to
have all the combinations is to buy the complete booklet. How will album makers handle
this one, if at all?
According to the Azerbaijan Facebook page,
“the stamps are dedicated to the messenger
service, created by Shah Ismail I in 1501 and
considered the basis of postal communication
at the state level in Azerbaijan.” The stamps
show the main cities served by postal riders
via horseback. The cover of the booklet shows
the mountainous geography.

Postal carrier on a
chariot-like
horse
drawn postal wagon

Train and sailing ship — with a pigeon hovering
above — shown against a map of Europe

The stamps show the delivery of items on the
old cobblestone roads, by delivery cart and by
postal carrier.
According to Kosovo Post, the images on the
block summarize not just ground and water
routes, but also “… the most ancient form of
communication via pigeons.” So the arm is actually releasing a pigeon.
The stamps issued by Kosovo aren't recognized
on an international level, neither by the UPU
nor by PostEurop, so they are excluded from
the design competition. Album makers do include them, however, and have been for years.

Historical Note: the two semi-finalists in the Europa Stamp Competition, Armenia and Azerbaijan,
are heating up their feud over who has control over Artsakh (formerly Nagorno-Karabach). Apparently, just because Armenia says it’s them doesn’t necessarily make it so.
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New Issues
Europa 2020
Ancient Postal Routes
BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA, Serb Post
2v + booklet of 2 sets with different perfs
Issue date 3 September 2020

Turkish CYPRUS 2v
Issue date
10 September
2020
By Land and
By Sea Across
Northern Cyprus

The release date was moved up from 21 May
to 10 September because of the COVID 19 virus. No other information was available on the
Turkish Cyprus website.

B&H Serbia Post simply says the motifs show
shipments to Tatars via horseman and railways.

As we go to press, no news on
the results of the Europa Stamps
Jury Prize for 2020. We’ll let our
email subscribers know, and put
the results in the next EN.

The Europa Blogspot is launching their own competition this year with the following notice:
In cooperation with the "Blog timbré de ma philatélie" we are launching on 25 October the 3rd edition of the
Best Europa stamps - The collector's choice contest.
During 4 preselection rounds and one BIG final in December, you will be able to vote for your favorite 2020 Europa
stamps sets! The winner of the 1st edition was Moldova! And last year Ukraine got the 1st place!
To participate, go to the Blogspot, located at http://europa-stamps.blogspot.com/. This is THE website for up-tothe-minute notices of new issues, and one of my first GOTO spots. —ed.
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New Issues

New Issues

Sepac 2020
Art from the State Collection

EuroMed 2020
Traditional Gastronomy
in the Mediterranean

LUXEMBOURG 1v
Issue date
15 September 2020
Many Spoken Words

From the Mudam Luxembourg - Musée d'Art
Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, the work is by the
Luxembourg artist Su-Mei Tse (born 1973). In
2003 Su-Mei Tse was awarded the Golden Lion for the Luxembourg pavilion at the Venice
Biennale.
The following description is from the website
“Google Arts & Culture”:
A surprising union of used materials, "Many
Spoken Words" (2009) by Luxembourgish artist Su-Mei Tse, sets off a multitude of associations. Forming from a basin, dark black ink
gushes forth from a garden fountain of baroque inspiration and, as the artist remarks,
"expresses the idea of the whole process of language: the way an initial thought or idea develops first into spoken, and then into written
words". Through this work, as much visual as
it is sonorous, the artist pays homage to literature, evoking the infinite potential of words
and the eternal renewing of creation. The multiple and incessant drops of "Many Spoken
Words" make the fluidity of the spirit, words,
and creativity perceptible, and leave indelible
traces.

With this issue, the roster of EuroMed
stamps from the European countries should
be complete (see back page). The others are
harder to track down — I rely mostly on the
online stamp catalog stampworld.com.

Likewise, identifying some of the food dishes
is a challenge. some of the food. The information I’ve given is often my best swag
(scientific wild-ass guess).
GREECE 4v and a ss
Issue date 13 July 2020
Wild Greens Pie

Marinated
Octopus

Lamb Chops

Moussaka

I’m sure they are all tasty, but I’ll need a few
cocktails before I’m willing to take on the octopus. Does it taste like chicken?
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New Issues
EuroMed 2020
Traditional Gastronomy in the Mediterranean
SPAIN 1v issued in a
special sheet of 6v with
vignette, as shown

TURKEY ss
Issue date 13 July 2020

Issue date 13 July 2020
Espeto

From Correos (Spanish Post):
“One of the most popular delicacies that can be
tasted on Malaga's Costa del Sol is espeto. A
simple dish, very easy to prepare, based on
sardines strung on a rod, which, cooked over
the embers of a fire, are enjoyed in the natural
environment offered by the beaches that the
Mediterranean caresses.
“A simplicity that, however, hides a technique,
refined over the years by traditional culture,
so that the fish, to a greater extent sardines, is
well skewered and does not get lost during
cooking.
“It is, definitively, a culinary art that is part of
the Malaga culture and the traditional gastronomy of the Mediterranean.”

From the press release:
“Turkish cuisine”, which is among the most
important cuisines of the world, is one of the
important riches of our multi-layered cultural
heritage, reflecting the geography in which it
has come to life in a colorful way.
“Turkish cuisine, the roots of which go back to
the plain food culture of the Central Asian
Turks in its historical development process,
brought about today’s Turkish food culture by
combining the Central Asian nomadic people’s
use of meat and fermented dairy products,
grains of Mesopotamia, fruits and vegetables
of the Mediterranean and the spices of South
Asia. In this respect, Turkish cuisine is one of
the oldest and richest cuisines among the cuisines of Mediterranean countries.”
No information as to what’s depicted on the
individual stamps.. — ed.
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Want more?
Join the ESU!
You’ll be happy you did.

